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ABSTRACT

Network analysis, a suite of techniques to quantify relations, is among core methods in learning analytics (LA). However, insights derived from the application of network analysis in LA have been disjointed and difficult to synthesize. We suggest that such is due to the naive adoption of network analysis method into the methodologies of measuring and modelling interpersonal activity in digital learning. This chapter describes the diversity of empirical research using network analysis as a cacophony of network approaches. Focusing on LA studies that evaluate social behavior of individuals or model networks, the chapter exemplifies aspects of the analytical process that require rigor, justification, and alignment to overcome the cacophony of empirical findings. The chapter argues that the clarity of network definitions, hypotheses about network formation, and examination of the validity of individual-level measures are essential for coherent empirical insights and indicators. Future work should also make effort to model the temporal nature, multiplex ties, and dynamic interaction between the levels where interpersonal interactions unfold.
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Learning analytics (LA) have been a part of the scholarly discourse now for almost a decade. LA scholarship continues to mature, and institutional adoption of LA is on the rise. Against this backdrop, researchers are urged to demonstrate how LA impacts the practices of teaching and learning [10]. Addressing such a call for impact today is feasible in some areas of LA, such as predictive modelling, writing analytics, and analytics of self-regulation processes. Their applications in LA have been used across diverse technologies, courses, and institutions, and can provide insights to inform teaching and learning practices. However, some areas of LA have not advanced to offer the trusted insights.

Among areas in need of refinement and rigor is that of social learning analytics, here defined as the analysis of interpersonal activity in digital learning. The interest in social learning analytics is driven by the premise that social learner activity contributes to the quality of learning and student experiences. Among mainstream approaches used to examine online interactions is network analysis, a suite of techniques for analyzing relations between objects. LA studies that have used network analysis to understand interpersonal activity offer limited insight, as their disjointed empirical findings are difficult to synthesize. This chapter argues that this lack of coherence is due to the complexity of analytical decisions that arise on the intersection of network analysis and LA. This chapter critically discusses extant LA studies that apply network analysis and highlights aspects of the analytical process that require rigor, justification, and alignment across diverse cases.

1 FOUNDATIONS OF NETWORK STUDIES IN LEARNING ANALYTICS

Analysis of learner networks and social network analysis (SNA) has been adopted in LA since the first LAK conference. In 2010, online teaching practices centered on learner-to-learner interactions via educational technology and web 2.0. Early LA studies built on student retention research in higher education, where social aspects of learning such as social integration, social capital, and the sense of belonging were emphasized [46, 54]. Within such a context, networks constructed from digital data in learning environments could capture social interactions between learners and potentially improve social aspects of university experience.

Analysis of social learning in digital settings was enabled by the social scientists whose tools, examples, and conceptualizations are widely used in LA. SNA as an approach for the analysis of social relations has a long-standing tradition in social sciences [14]. SNA differs from other approaches that analyze randomly sampled individual-level observations. Instead, SNA quantifies patterns within the sets of interdependent relations. Research on social
networks, where network ties represent self-reported relationships between people, is widely used in LA, drawing on SNA insights about social structures, theories of how they evolve, and SNA techniques [57].

SNA has played a prominent role in learning sciences, offering tools to understand activities and social processes that students and teachers engage with in technology-mediated settings. For instance, Haythornthwaite [23, 22] analyzed types of exchanges and types of media that support collaboration, socializing, and emotional support in an e-learning environment. Haythornthwaite examined networks of online interactions, where ties represented interpersonal activity captured online, not the self-reported relations between individuals as common in SNA. Early LA work navigated between the insights and interpretations from SNA research towards social structures gleaned from digital relational data. Dawson [8] examined to what extent position of centrality in a network of learners was associated with beneficial learning outcomes, such as individual’s sense of belonging. The hypothesis linking network position with benefits reflected the prevailing understanding from the SNA literature that centrality to the network, i.e. positioning within the network ties, can be associated with enhanced access to resources and information [13, 18].

Computer-supported collaborative learning and networked learning also influenced LA network research. De Laat et al. [35] suggested to integrate network analysis that reflects who talks to whom with content analysis that reflects what they are talking about. De Laat et al. [35] utilized SNA to reveal the most influential participants in learning discussions and to explain patterns of connections between the peers. The authors further applied a qualitative coding scheme for analyzing negotiation of meaning and social construction of knowledge. Haythornthwaite and De Laat [23, 22] explored the intersection of learning and social structures, discussing various possibilities for what could constitute a tie in a learning network. They also proposed analytical questions that SNA can explore in learning settings, such as ‘who learns from whom’, ‘what learners learn from each other’, ‘what kinds of interactions happen between people who learn together’, ‘which directions do resources flow’, ‘how frequently do learning interactions happen’, and ‘how important are they for people involved’ (p.354).

To summarize, from the early studies in LA, to interpret patterns in digital interaction networks, researchers borrowed the constructs derived from SNA and learning sciences. To this end, they often contextualized observed digital data by complementing it with other information, such as types of media used for interaction [21], self-reported instruments [8], and content of what was exchanged online with interaction trace data [35].

This link between digitally mediated interactions and their interpretations borrowed from SNA remained in LA network studies. To maintain the distinction between social relations and digitally mediated interactions, we will use SNA to refer to the studies of social networks, i.e. where ties are operationalized as self-reported relational states between people, such as ‘trust’ or ‘friendship’. We will use network analysis to refer to the studies of other networks. Since networks, also known as graphs, can include any objects, or nodes, linked by any relations, or edges [61], LA has adopted network analysis to analyze diverse data sources. Analytical techniques and method-related principles that quantify patterns in a graph are the same, regardless of the network type. Studies of social digital environments in LA that analyze relational data are not limited to social networks, and include networks of learner interaction, text networks, networks of individual clickstream activity, or networks of curriculum modules, among others.

2 NETWORK STUDIES IN LEARNING ANALYTICS

Today, a large portion of network analysis in LA is geared towards a better understanding of the social aspects of the student experience and their relevance for learning and student success. Digital traces of interactions in socio-technical systems have been collected in a vast variety of settings. Some studies have examined university online courses [16] where groups of learners are bounded by similar motivation, similar curriculum trajectories, and likely higher homogeneity in prior knowledge. Other studies focused on MOOCs [28] where learners heterogeneous in their motivation and prior knowledge are bounded by course enrolment, but their patterns of social participation and commitment are fluid [45]. Network analysis has also been applied to open-ended social contexts where group boundaries are ill-defined, to inquire into informal learning in open Internet communities [20, 34]. Finally, network analysis has gained prominence in social text- and video-annotation contexts [24, 36] where artefacts that mediate student learning are explicit and have affordances of their own. Artefact-driven social contexts have often been analyzed using two-mode networks where artefacts and learners are equal actors shaping the structure of interactions [26].

In a digital learning setting, network analysis makes use of the patterns of relations between individuals and artefacts. For instance, network analysis can derive node-level metrics, such as describing the position and a relative importance of a node (a person, a word, a web page in the course, or other) in a network. Alternatively, network analysis can reveal closely interconnected groups of nodes, or provide network-level metrics that describe the entirety of the network structure. Research questions that network analysis can address can be broadly classified, though not limited to: (1) What is the relationship between node characteristics, node positioning, and the outcomes of such a position; (2) Why ties form, i.e. what mechanisms generate observed network structure; and (3) How node attributes influence network formation, as well as how network structure impacts node attributes.

LA studies have addressed the entire spectrum of such network analytical questions. For example, node-level analyses in LA examined how individual positioning cap-
tured through network centralities relates to performance and learning-related outcomes in a co-enrolment network [15]; or how a position in a communication network relates to learner linguistic properties [11]. Sub-graph analyses have been prominent in bipartite networks (i.e. where nodes are of two types). In such studies, researchers can detect learner communities based on engagement patterns [26] and identify clusters of learners based on similarity in learning and social activities [24]. Network-level studies have provided metrics to describe structures that represent interactions in different technological and pedagogical contexts [5, 6]. In addition, network-level analyses are applied in epistemic network analysis (ENA, see [48]), a particular methodology that represents epistemic views of individuals and groups as network structures to demonstrate similarities and differences between them. Using network-level studies in LA, researchers also have statistically modelled online learner networks to describe the mechanisms that can explain what drives the formation of network ties [29, 45].

3 CACOPHONY OF NETWORKS IN LEARNING ANALYTICS

These diverse examples show how flexible network analysis can be. The intuition for network analysis is, in part, responsible for its naive applications. That is, any set of relations can be viewed as a graph, and network tools will provide metrics describing them. The problems may begin when the metrics from network analysis are used to interpret indicators, constructs, or processes related to learning. In these instances, network analysis is no longer just a tool, but becomes a methodology with its own theoretical assumptions. Such assumptions include an understanding of what networks represent, but these assumptions are often implicit within the research choices.

Insufficient attention to the assumptions underlying research design can result in the naive adoption of network analysis [37]. In our view, LA studies often take up network analysis without reflecting on the methodological decisions associated with it. The danger of naive adoption is that the results are then interpreted through eclectic claims potentially incompatible with the design of the study [59]. Put simply, as methodologies of applying network analysis are not explicit, it is difficult to draw any conclusions as to the meaning of the metrics, even before metrics can be compared across different studies. We refer to this problem as the cacophony of network approaches in LA. We use cacophony to contrast this development with the notion of productive multivocality [53] where diverse disciplines with divergent views build upon one another to produce complementary insights.

Cacophony of findings in network studies results from the misalignment between network construction, analysis choices, and interpretations, impacting generalizability. To highlight areas of misalignment, we distinguish between (1) using network analysis as a method to reduce high-dimensional data and (2) using network analytical methodologies to understand socially shared communica-

4 NETWORK ANALYSIS AS A METHOD

Network analysis as a method summarizes relational data, without particular theoretical meaning assigned to the metrics. The method quantifies relational patterns and identifies clusters based on the relations between the observations of interest. These relations are, at least in part, interdependent, and node-level metrics quantifying them are often non-normally distributed. In LA, nodes linked by relationships can be people, words, learning resources, types of learning behavior captured through clickstream data, topics in the course, and similar. Applying network analysis techniques to these data can reduce its dimensionality and classify nodes. For instance, Joksimovic et al. [30] utilized community detection in networks of words to identify topics discussed in the course. Sirbu et al. [50] deployed ‘coherence network analysis’ to group learners based on the similarity in the linguistic properties of their discourse. Van Labeke and colleagues [56] used network techniques applied to text networks to help identify text quality for automated essay analysis. Besides applying graph analytical techniques to text networks, graph analytical techniques have been shown useful in analyzing relations between clickstream data. For example, Matcha et al. [39] demonstrate that learning strategies can be detected from networks of learner-level clickstream data, where ties between events represent co-occurrence of learning actions.

5 NETWORK ANALYSIS AS A METHODOLOGY

The challenges associated with network studies in LA come through when networks are used to represent socio-technical systems in learning environments. As we argue throughout this section, this shift from representing relational data as a network to representing a theorized construct as a network transforms network analysis from a method to a methodology. The way ties, and therefore, the entire network, are defined, may not work well with the metrics selected by the researchers. Chosen statistical models, i.e. hypothesized generative mechanisms that underpin statistical network analysis, may also be at odds conceptually with the chosen representation. Finally, the theory used to interpret the metrics may also be only in part relevant to the analyzed network.
5.1 Network Construction Issues

Naive adoption of network analysis in LA starts with naive network construction. When network ties, nodes, and boundaries are arbitrary, so are the selected data points, networks metrics derived from them, and their interpretations. Wise and colleagues [58] and Fincham et al. [12] show the variation that results from identical analyses of differently constructed online learner networks. Decisions about network constructions should be theory-based and systematic, and ‘… a network model should be viewed explicitly as yielding a network representation of something’ [2, p. 2]. A close relationship between theoretical definition and interpretation ‘commits one to assumptions about what is interacting, the nature of that interaction, and the time scale on which that interaction takes place’ [3, p. 416]. To align parts of the network analysis methodology, analyzed phenomenon needs to be theorized through literature, abstracted to the network concept, and represented in the network data through theorized and systematic definition of ties and non-ties, nodes, and network boundaries (for guidelines, see [27]).

Networks where ties represent students responding to one another may only to some extent overlap with social networks between interacting students. Therefore, a large degree of caution is required when networks of student communication are interpreted using SNA theories. More complex tie operationalizations, such as aggregating interactions across different types of exchanges, across longer periods of time, or as validated by self-reported measures of affect, may be a better fit to provide insights about social networks from digital data. For instance, Gruzd & Haythornthwaite [19] only include ties between the learners who address one another by names or nicknames. Poquet et al. [44] includes interactions only between learners who sustain participation over a longer period of time. Goggins et al. [17] and Suthers [52] combine information about where, when, or why interpersonal interactions took place, using diverse clickstream information, with semantic similarity between the text, to derive the presence of a tie between learners.

5.2 Choosing and Interpreting Centrality Measures

Learner centrality metrics, i.e. node-level metrics derived from ties in the network describe learner position in relation to others within a network. In LA, measures of learner centrality (e.g. degree, betweenness, closeness centralities, among others) are often contrasted with other process indicators or final assessment results [7]. Researchers also have investigated the relationship between learner centrality in communication and co-enrolment networks with measures of perceived belonging [8], creativity [9], social capital [28], and discourse features [11].

These studies, however, often are conducted on networks where ties are operationalized differently. Beyond these issues of validity, the misalignment in research design can occur when network measures and their interpretation embed SNA assumptions, but the specific network representation does not afford those assumptions. To explain, we can look at measures of degree, betweenness and closeness centrality. The premise that learner network position, captured through the centrality, is associated with particular benefits stems from SNA. In social networks, an individual’s position represents access to resources, such as information flow or support [1]. In SNA, degree centrality, a local measure of centrality that takes into account the number of connections an individual has, is equivalent to the number of social relationships an individual has. LA studies use degree as a measure of popularity, influence or capital, transferring interpretations of centrality that assume that ties represent relationships. But the interpretation for centrality in online settings can be different from that in social networks. Based on an empirical experiment, Poquet et al. (2020) modelled online interaction networks to demonstrate that degree centrality in online learner interactions is associated with in-course individual-level activity, rather than social choices made by learners. The authors use empirical simulations to claim that centrality is merely a proxy of individual learner characteristics and not of social dynamics, as is in SNA.

Interpretation of betweenness and closeness centrality measures in online settings is even further away from their use in SNA. Their use in learner interaction networks can be controversial not only in interpretation, but the metric itself may be inapplicable. Centrality measures such as betweenness and closeness are distance-based, i.e. the formula takes into account the entire network structure. For instance, betweenness centrality is derived from the number of shortest paths that go through each node. In SNA interpretation of this measure presumes that the absence of ties is equivalent to the absence of access. Hence, in SNA nodes with high betweenness can be interpreted as having privileged access to resources. Online interaction networks are constructed from event data where ties are transient events (e.g. A replied at time X) not relational states (e.g. A is friends with B). The absence of a tie in the context of ties as events does not imply limits of access. Therefore, distance between the individuals in the network and uniqueness of positioning (embedded in the measure) in communication environments is not at all equivalent to its SNA counterpart, or its interpretation.

5.3 Comparing, Interpreting, and Modelling Networks

Further challenges arise when network-level studies are conducted. Research questions asked at a network level can describe network structures and mechanisms generating them (e.g. [4, 29, 60]). This becomes useful because a network structure can serve as group-level indicator caused by a specific pedagogical and technological setting [5, 42] or as a signal of desired outcomes, such as team’s performance [43]. In such network-level studies, methodological flaws can easily occur (1) when researchers directly compare descriptive networks metrics from different settings, and (2) when they use hypothesis from SNA theory to model how socio-technical networks in learning environments form.
For instance, researchers conduct descriptive analysis of several courses in the same study, and then descriptively compare their network metrics, such as density (overall interconnectedness of the graph), transitivity (presence of triads in the graph) or centralization (reliance of graph connectivity on one or several nodes). Such studies then commonly report that as the course progresses interaction networks increase in the number of connections between the individuals (density), in reciprocation between pairs (reciprocity), and in triad formation (transitivity) [33, 41, 55, 62]. The challenge arises when researchers start explaining forces behind these metrics. A network in course A may have evolved from a different generative mechanism than in course B. This implies that network density observed in course A may have been random, whereas network density observed in course B may have been beyond chance. Descriptive cross-network comparisons do not provide this information.

Comparing descriptive indicators across networks requires statistical analyses that rely on the so-called null models that explain how socio-technical networks form. Null models are random networks simulated using hypothesized generative rules, such as ‘learners are likely to respond to those who interacted with them earlier’ or ‘learners interact on a given day when the assignment was posted’. These generative principles should explain why networks form in digital settings, derived from the theories about digital learning and social processes. By comparing observed network to the distribution of random networks generated from the null model, a researcher can interpret if density, transitivity, or any other network measure appears in the observed network by chance or resulted from some particular influences. Many different approaches exist to how null models can be generated, such as tie permutation [40], exponential random graph modelling (ERGM) [38], stochastic actor-oriented modelling [51], among others approaches to network reconstruction [25].

LA largely lacks validated null models that explain how networks form in digital learning environments. Thus far, statistical modelling of networks in digital settings had predominantly used hypotheses derived from why ties form in social networks [29, 12, 60]. For instance, SNA hypothesizes that ‘the tie will form between A and C, if A and B as well as B and C are already connected’ – based on the principle ‘a friend of a friend becomes a friend’ observed in social networks. LA researchers can adopt this principle and model online communication network to observe if it describes the random structure, i.e. can explain observed patterns. To demonstrate that these theorized principles can explain formation of ties, researchers need to show that random networks generated by the same principles are similar to the observed network through the goodness of fit plots. Creating network models supplemented with goodness of fit plots would demonstrate where the generative models fail to explain the data. LA studies rarely include such plots for statistical modelling of networks that uses SNA hypotheses. By implication, there is little ground to evaluate how well the models reflect the data.

This highlights the need for formulating and testing generative principles that suit digital learning. Theoretical considerations currently omitted from statistical modelling of digital learning networks include diversity of contexts, as well as lack of attention to time and learner activity level. First, social contexts where LA examines technology-mediated interactions between learners, instructors, online platforms, and course artefacts are markedly different. Given the diversity of social contexts examined in LA, it is likely that the processes generating ties between individuals in them are also different, and theories as to how they form are yet to be put forward. Second, statistical modelling in LA has only recently started to explicitly include temporal aspects of learner activity in socio-technical networks and overall participation levels at the node level (e.g. [4]). Otherwise, researchers used ERGMs to model forum communication as a network of binary ties between the learners, not as a network of valued ties (e.g. where a tie has a value equal to the sum of posts shared between two learners). Excluding information about the weight of ties from a communication network removes some dyadic observations from the modelled data, and therefore, requires a conceptual justification. In light of these shortcomings, current evidence derived from statistical modelling that validates network-level indicators to evaluate socially shared learning and communication can be perceived as limited.

6 FUTURE RESEARCH

The chapter reviewed empirical studies in LA that utilize network approaches. The chapter highlighted the aims of network studies and major caveats associated with them. We emphasize that the researchers who use network analysis as a methodology need to be more explicit about the assumptions they bring from the literature. We call for explicit and rigorous operationalization of networks as phenomena they represent. At minimum, a clear description of network models is needed, to enable further synthesis of insights and prevent naive transfer of interpretations from self-reported network research into the network measures of online learner networks.

Addressing the issues presented throughout the chapter can help constrain LA to better model and understand socially shared learning, with diverse ties and actors at different levels and scales interacting dynamically. That is, learning in socio-technical systems unfolds through temporal interactions between socio-material agents, linked through diverse interactions, and at different levels. A socio-technical view of learning emphasizes that these networks form through mutually interdependent interactions between the artefacts, technology, people, and ideas [31, 32, 49]. Socio-cognitive processes underpinning the diverse interactions drive community development and knowledge building [47]. Knowledge building processes unfold through the interaction of words, topics, themes, social norms stated through discourse, linguistic markers of identity, and similar.
Despite these rich theorizations, current network modelling approaches in LA do not reflect this theoretical richness. A new generation of network studies is needed to use the potential of complex network modelling to integrate dynamic, relational, spatial, multi-level, and multiplex nature of models of social learning with technology. For network analysis methodologies to deliver on the promise for rich insights and indicators to inform about learning, explicit modelling of socio-technical learning processes and better alignment of theory with the methodologies is needed.
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